PRESS RELEASE

WIRED UP

September 2015: Amongst Turnstyle Designs new creations is the “Wire” range of door hardware that was launched at 100% Design, Focus and Monaco Yacht Show. Available in door levers, door pulls and cabinet hardware and in multiple different finishes.

“Wire” is a contemporary grip design with industrial undertones, cast in Turnstyles signature Amalfine (a resin like material) and available in the Recess Amalfine range of door levers and pulls.

Inspired by a 1950s industrial lamp fitting that she came across in an antiques fair, Christina Roberts designed the stunning collection to fit in with the Industrial Chic trend in Interiors that we see has continued for another year. The handles are...
ergonomic and work well in most contemporary interior design, both commercial and residential.

Wire was launched at 100% Design, Focus and Monaco Yacht Show, which are all happened in the same week in September, Christina Roberts attended all three shows for “Meet the Designer” sessions.

About Turnstyle Designs Ltd:
Turnstyle Designs have been designing and manufacturing some of the world's most inspiring door hardware for over twenty years. Using classic materials to create contemporary designs, Turnstyle handles can be found worldwide on some of the world's most prestigious projects including private homes, yachts, hotels and restaurants. Come and visit our new showroom in the Design Centre East, first floor, unit 103, Chelsea Harbour. www.turnstyledesigns.com or follow us @turnstyledesign
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